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Abstract. This work proposes a new unsupervised deep generative model
for system logs. It is designed to be generic and may be used in various
downstream anomaly detection tasks, such as system failure or intrusion
detection. It is based on the (reasonable) assumption that most log lines
follow rather fixed syntactic structures, which enables us to replace the
costly traditional convolutional and recurrent architectures by a much
faster component: a deep averaging network. Our model still exploits
a standard recurrent model with attention to capture the dependencies
between successive log lines. We experimentally validate the proposed
generative model on a real dataset obtained from a state-of-the-art High
Performance Computing cluster and show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach in modeling the “normal” behaviour of the system.
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1 Introduction

Massive quantity of system logs are produced every second, and analyzing them
manually is out of question. However, they contain valuable information related
to the status of the system, risks of failures, potential intrusions and attacks, or
other types of anomalies that should be detected in advance. A generic approach
to predict most of these events is to train a generative model that is able to pre-
dict future log lines. When trained on a sufficiently large corpus, the generative
model shall capture the “normal” behaviour of the system, and deviations from
these predicted logs may be tagged as anomalies. This approach presents sev-
eral advantages, especially the facts that it does not require any (costly) manual
annotation, that it is generic and can be used in various domains and tasks.

We focus in this work on proposing a new deep generative model dedicated
to system logs. In a future work, this model will be used to predict system and
application failures in advance, by identifying early anomalies that may lead to
a process crash. Compared to the state-of-the-art [4], the design of our model is
based on two observations: first, system log lines often have a much less variable
syntactic structure across words than natural language text; second, massive
quantities of logs are continuously generated, which can only be treated with
fast inference algorithms. Both observations lead us to propose a new deep ar-
chitecture that replaces the traditional convolutional and recurrent processing
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within line by a deep averaging component, which is at the same time simpler,
faster and powerful, as shown in the recent deep learning literature. Further-
more, we argue that the main drawback of this architecture, which makes the
modeling of relative word positions more difficult, is not an issue with this type
of data, thanks to the fact that system log lines have much less variability in the
structures linking words. We thus reserve the more costly recurrent processing to
capture cross-lines dependencies, and simplify the modeling of within-line word
sequences.

2 Related Works

The literature about unsupervised deep learning methods mainly focuses on
representation learning [24, 29] and on deep clustering, with a few additional pa-
pers that depart from these mainstream paradigms [23, 20, 9]. Generative models
dominate the field, because of their capability to capture the hidden structures
within observations, which constitute the only known information in the purely
unsupervised setting.

Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [14] are one of the first successful deep repre-
sentation learning models. DBNs are formed by a stack of Restricted Boltzmann
machines (RBMs) [13], which learn features one level at a time. This greedy lay-
erwise training is finally used to initialize a deep supervised or a deep generative
model like Deep Boltzmann Machines (DBMs) [33]. Nowadays, thanks to recent
advances in the field [2], much simpler networks are used to learn good repre-
sentations of the data, such as the class of Autoencoders (AEs) [22, 30, 38, 31].
Notable models of this class are Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [21], which
are bayesian networks with an autoencoder architecture. These generative mod-
els, which try to maximize a lower bound of the data likelihood, can perform
efficient inference on large datasets. The hidden layer of these models capture
the most salient features of the data [10].

Deep clustering is usually performed on the observations (input space) [25],
but- may also be applied on the latent (intermediary) representation space [16,
7, 41, 6, 18, 42, 26]. The options for the clustering loss are numerous: k-means
loss [40], cluster assignment hardening [39], locality-preserving loss [16], cluster
classification loss [15] or agglomerative clustering loss [41] to cite a few.

A special type of unsupervised methods, which is of particular interest in our
work, concern the training of models on positive examples only, or on a dataset
mainly composed of positive examples plus a minority of negative examples,
without any label. These methods are often referred to as anomaly detection ap-
proaches, or one-class unsupervised classifiers. Indeed, the positive class is the
normal class, i.e., the class of samples that occur when the system is running cor-
rectly, or when the observed entities behave normally. Every sample that deviates
from this normal behaviour is considered as belonging to the negative class, i.e.,
an anomaly. By definition, there are many observed positive samples, and only
a few negative ones, and we further do not know where these negative samples
occur in the training corpus. The methods that handle such a context include the
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one-class SVM [34], which projects all positive samples into a high-dimensional
space and computes an hyperplane that is as close as possible from these sam-
ples and separates them from the origin, which is assumed to contain all negative
samples. This approach is extended in [36] by replacing the hyperplane with an
hyper-sphere, and then in [32] by introducing deep neural architectures in these
models. Later on, [5] transposes the original one-class SVM model completely
into a deep neural architecture, and [28] projects a similar neural architectures
as a supervised model by generating pseudo-labels for negative samples.

Other approaches based on deep neural networks include variational autoen-
coders [27]. [4] further exploits successfully a recurrent neural network on the
difficult LANL dataset for anomaly detection in system logs. Deep architectures
are also used on other logs datasets, such as [3, 37, 1]. Other recent non-deep
approaches for anomaly detection in logs include [12, 11, 19, 35]. A review of the
field can be found in [8].

3 Proposed Model

We propose a deep generative model, which generates the next log line based
on the previously observed log lines. Such a generative model may be used in
several applications, such as systems anomaly detection and intrusion detection,
but in this work, we focus on the evaluation of the generative model itself,
independently of the application.

The proposed model adopts a hierarchical structure, with a lower level ded-
icated to the modeling of a single line of text, while the upper level captures
dependencies across multiple lines. Conversely to most other works [4], we have
decided to not use a recurrent neural network at the lower level, but to rather
model word sequences through a Deep Averaging Network [17]. This choice is
first motivated by complexity considerations: indeed, recurrent networks are
among the slowest types of basic neural architectures, which is the main rea-
son why they are nearly never used in unsupervised generative models that have
to be trained on very large corpora, such as word embeddings, which either
exploit a fast single layer network (Word-to-Vec), or a small convolutional net-
work (Collobert&Weston embeddings), or yet fast transformer networks (BERT,
GPT...). Given the amount of system log lines that are generated every second,
we have thus decided to base our model on the Deep Averaging Network, which
is another type of extremely fast neural architecture that has already proven to
be also very powerful in many applications [17].

Figure 1 shows the first step of the model: this step takes as input a log
line tokenized into words. Each word is encoded into an embedding, and is then
smoothed through a temporal convolution filter, which outputs a sequence of
temporal vectors with the same size as the words embeddings. Then, a dimension-
wise max-pooling operation is realized to reduce this sequence of vectors into a
single vector: this is similar to a Deep Averaging Network, which, despite its
name, can be performed either with an averaging or a max operator.
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Fig. 1. Predictive model: first step
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Fig. 2. Predictive model: second and third steps

Figure 2 shows (left) how the line embeddings produced at step 1 are passed
to a bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network with attention: the
embeddings of successive lines are passed one after the other into the LSTM,
which extracts the most relevant information from these embeddings and cumu-
lates this information into its hidden vector ht. The LSTM outputs one vector ht
per log line. Then, another parameter vector c is learnt, which role is to weight
each ht through an attention vector α:

αt =
ec
T ·ht∑

τ e
cT ·hτ

The right column in Figure 2 explicits how the hidden states are combined:
h̃ =

∑
t αtht. The summary embedding h̃ is finally passed to a standard feed-
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forward neuronal classifier that transforms this vector into a “sequence” of T
predicted words: the output dimension of this multi-classification layer is thus
T × V where V is the size of the vocabulary. T softmax operations are applied
on this output to obtain word probabilities.

4 Experimental Validation

4.1 Data

We evaluate our model on the Bull-ATOS HPC logs files dataset, which contains
anonymized system logs produced by the Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum Su-
percomputer, ranked #73 in 06/2019 in the TOP500 Supercomputer list. These
system logs have been recorded during the execution of real production appli-
cations. Every log line contains the following fields : Timestamp (in seconds) /
Node id / User id / Severity / Message. The training dataset is composed of
318,426 files with 214,379,053 lines; a separate test dataset of 12 files with 5,396
lines is used for validation. An example of sequence of logs is:

1527154392 10002 su info pam_unix(su:session): session opened for user b364103 by (uid=0)
1527154392 10002 su info pam_unix(su:session): session closed for user b364103
1527154393 10002 smartd info Device: /dev/sda [SAT], SMART Usage Attribute: 194 Temperature_Celsius changed from 56 to 55
1527154482 10002 pam_slurm info access granted for user root (uid=0)
1527154482 10002 sshd info Accepted publickey for root from 10.50.4.3 port 38260 ssh2
1527154482 10002 sshd info pam_unix(sshd:session): session opened for user root by (uid=0)

4.2 Experimental Setup

Every log line is tokenized into a sequence of words, by splitting the line with
whitespaces. Then, the length of every words sequence is set to 15 words, af-
ter cutting or padding, to make parallel processing easier. All characters are
transformed into lower case, and every word that contains one or more digits is
replaced by a joker word. Finally, we remove successive lines containing exactly
the same words in the same order. The vocabulary contains every word that
occurs at least 10 times. Rare words are mapped to the special UNK word. The
final vocabulary contains 2,989 words.

Hyper-parameters are set based on reasonable values given in the literature
and on a few preliminary experiments: The ADAM optimizer is used with a
learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 128. Word embeddings have 100
dimensions. The loss is the cross-entropy between the predicted words and the
gold words observed in the following line.

4.3 Results

We compare our generative model in terms of word accuracy, i.e., ratio of pre-
dicted words that are correct in all 15-length words sequences, with three base-
lines in Figure 3.

Our proposed model outperforms every baseline by a large margin. Further-
more, using two lines of context significantly increases its performances as com-
pared to observing only the previous log line, although using more than two lines
does not seem to bring further improvements.
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Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy on the Bull dataset over two epochs.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a deep generative model for predicting system logs. The orig-
inality of our model lies in the combination of a fast but powerful component to
merge individual word embeddings: the Deep Averaging Network, with a more
standard recurrent architecture with attention to model the relation between
successive lines. Such a generative model may be used to predict anomalies, sys-
tem failures or detect intrusions when the proportion of such events is too rare to
allow for supervised training. We focus in this work on evaluating the generative
capabilities of our proposed model, and experimentally show that it is able to
capture correlations both within and across lines to help predict the next log
line. In a future work, we plan to exploit attention to build semantically-related
chains of events and use the resulting model for anomaly detection.
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